
Lou had always been keen on motor sport and thought that this new class being promoted by the New Zealand 

Motor Sport body offered an affordable entry into single seating motor racing, and when one day in 1961 when 

Lou was telling Benny of his passion, and Benny offered  to build this Formula Junior racing car for Lou, it 

was all go. Lou would put up the money and be the sole driver and Benny would be the designer. At the time 

Formula Junior was being promoted most European racing car constructors were still producing conventional 

single seating racing cars with the driver behind the engine, whilst the English racing car constructors were 

turning more towards rear engined cars i.e. with the driver seated in front of the engine.  Today this may seem 

an obvious choice, but back then these ideas were quite radical as early attempts at rear engined race cars had 

resulted in handling problems. It was firstly Cooper and then Lotus  paving the way, with very successful for-

ays into the motor racing scene with their rear engined cars, although the critics were still not convinced.  

However Benny knew this was the way to go, so the next question was where to build the car.        

 As none of us had a suitable garage it was out to Lou’s farm and in the workshop of the truck shed [after a 

good clean out] the makings of the Formula junior car [to be later known as the Lynx] was laid out.  

Many nights many days and many hours were spent by the team consisting of Benny Bowman designer/

builder, Brian O’Sullivan, and myself as apprentice mechanics, helpers Bruce Haynes, Hank Dirkson and 

panel beaters, Peter Riley and Jack Lancaster.  

To get to the farm resulted in a lot of travelling backwards and forwards during the week, after work, and 

weekends, so invariably at times it turned into a race with the inevitable rollover of a Ford Prefect, [they were-

n’t too stable at the best of times]. 

Construction started in September and the car ran for the first time in December with a run up  and down the          

main road outside Lou’s property. He had us stationed up and down the road and told to keep an eye out for 

 for the law, goodness only knows what we were supposed to do if a cop had shown up. Still to me it was an 

exciting time, all that hard work finally coming to fruition. 

That test run did bring up some issues to be rectified, unfortunately time was running out and items were put 

on the ‘to do’ list and this put us behind the eight ball for the rest of the season, as Lou had already booked the 

Lynx into the motor racing championship series. 

It was late one evening that the Lynx was loaded onto the back of one of Lou’s top dressing trucks, the paint 

still wet as the truck was readied  for an early morning start on it’s way to Ardmore and the Lynx’s first race.  

As an apprentice diesel mechanic I was involved in building this race car and here is my story as 

I remember it.  Lou was a family friend and Benny was my foreman.    Nelson Lattimer. 



Taken from a newspaper cutting…. Dubbed as ‘one of the prettiest little formula juniors’ they had seen by top 

racing drivers Jack Brabham and Stirling Moss at the recent Invercargill international meeting, the Lynx 

owned and driven by Lou Stonnell of Lepperton, will once again be in action when it competes in two events at 

Ohakea on Saturday.  The crew has gained a lot of experience at various international meetings this season, 

including Ardmore, Levin, Wigram and Invercargill, but has not met with a great deal of  success. They are 

very satisfied with the way the car is running, however, despite some mechanical trouble. The car has been 

completely built by the local crew with the wheels and back assembly on loan from Sid Jensen until these parts 

can be obtained permanently. Powered by a much modified 997cc 105e Ford Anglia motor, the machine 

lapped  Teretonga at around 74 m.p.h. and can touch 136.6 m.p.h.   

One of the early problems that showed up with the car was the use of Amal carburettors, these carburettors 

designed for use on motorcycles did not allow for fuel surge when cornering and when installed on the lynx it 

suffered from fuel starvation. This resulted in some frantic quick fix solutions and while there was some im-

provement we were dogged with this problem for the rest of the season until it was discovered that we also had 

a partial blockage in the fuel tank pick up tube, some swarf  had found it’s way into the tank or it had not been 

cleaned out properly, who knows! and when the pressure is on, these are the things that are missed. 

You may ask why use Amal carburettors in the first place, well there were advantages, they were readily avail-

able, and by using four we had an efficient intake system, they were affordable and tuning bits readily pro-

cured. Cost-wise we would have loved to have had DCOE Weber carburettors, the ultimate at the time, but you 

make do with what you can get, and as the Weber's had to be bought in from overseas, were expensive, and 

you needed overseas funds to purchase them, it’s quite possible the racing season would have been over by the 

time they arrived.  [Later Lou did purchase some DCOE’s but to this day they have not arrived] 

In one of the early photos, the four stubs from the exhausts are quite noticeable, this is not an intended per-

formance feature but rather again the lack of time to make the much more desirable extractor system. 

I guess it was a feature of this car that the lack of money and time plus the unavailability of performance parts 

in NZ showed. The front brakes were the small drum brakes as fitted to the Triumph Herald and although disc 

brakes would have been available in England, it was not so here, [it was Lou’s insistence that all parts had to 

available in NZ] the only exception being the spigot shaft bearing, necessary to unite the Ford engine to the 

VW gearbox. Another example was the rear wheel assembly that was borrowed because there was nothing 

suitable in the car market that could have been used, but given more time… well that is another story. 

An engine over rev saw a conrod go through the side of the engine block in Christchurch and an all night vigil 

by Benny and a team of helpers had the car ready for racing the next day. It was quite common then for com-

petitors and helpers to band together to help in these situations when doors were opened and parts procured  

when previously denied, and repairs carried out more for comradeship than profit, as all had empathy for a 

 fellow competitors misfortune.  

I was with the car when it arrived in 

Invercargill still dogged by a fuel star-

vation problem which I thought was 

caused by the Amal carburettors and 

was resigned to making the best of 

what we had. 

There was a good build up to these 

races by the press and the public and a 

good turnout on the day was expected. 

It was again a disappointing race and 

the last race of the season before Lou 

and the car returned home. I lost con-

tact for a while with both Lou and 

Benny as I took a job out of the area 

but I was present to see this result, as 

shown in the newspaper cutting. 

Lou Stonnell, New Plymouth [extreme left] looks at his damaged Lynx after smashing into a bank at the end of his third run up the 7/10th of a 
mile course in the North Island championship gold star hill climb at Kaipikari Road, Urenui, Saturday [ Lou later told me [Nelson] that he had 
the  tyre pressures too high and had lost control on the last corner] 
                            
It was shortly after this that the car was sold to Mr. Tony Rutherford who at the time was living in Stratford.  

Footnote from Lou;- We may not have collected trophies, but we achieved more than we originally set out to 

do in so much as being recognised for our design and persistence in ‘having a go’. 

Copyright - Nelson Lattimer 



College Corner    Ardmore 

gear shift problems 

caused this mishap 
 

The street parade in  

Invercargill. 
  

In preparation for Ardmore 

in Auckland 

It’s the big race tomorrow at the 

GP held at Ardmore. 

It’s those hay bales again as Lou 

runs wide at the hairpin when the 

right rear shock came adrift at 

Ohakea.    







            The Lynx competing in the New Zealand Grand Prix at Ardmore 1962 

Lou at home with wife Anna shortly before he passed away in 2009 


